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ABSTRACT
Westerlund 1 (Wd1) is potentially the largest star cluster in the Galaxy. That des-
ignation critically depends upon the distance to the cluster, yet the cluster is highly
obscured, making luminosity-based distance estimates difficult. Using Gaia Data Re-
lease 2 (DR2) parallaxes and Bayesian inference, we infer a parallax of 0.31±0.04 mas
corresponding to a distance of 3.2± 0.4 kpc. To leverage the combined statistics of all
stars in the direction of Wd1, we derive the Bayesian model for a cluster of stars hidden
among Galactic field stars; this model includes both the zero-point and astrometric
excess noise. We infer the exponential length scale, L, for field stars; L = 0.84+0.02−0.03
kpc. This is ∼1.7 times smaller than the models used for Bailer-Jones et al. (2018).
Previous estimates for the distance to Wd1 ranged from 1.2 to 5.5 kpc, although val-
ues around 5 kpc have usually been adopted. The Gaia DR2 parallaxes reduce the
uncertainty from a factor of 3 to 15% and rules out the most often quoted value of 5
kpc with 99% confidence. This new distance allows for more accurate mass and age
determinations for the stars in Wd1. For example, the previously inferred initial mass
at the main sequence turnoff was around 40 M; the new Gaia DR2 distance shifts
this down to about 25 M. This has important implications for our understanding
of late stages of stellar evolution, including the initial mass of the magnetar and the
LBV in Wd1. Similarly, the new distance suggests that the total cluster mass is about
three times lower than previously calculated.
Key words: stars: evolution—open clusters and associations: individual: Westerlund
1-methods: Bayesian analysis
1 INTRODUCTION
Massive stars are a central focus of ongoing work in stel-
lar evolution theory. Many gaps exist in our understand-
ing of massive stars due to their rarity, short lifetimes, high
fraction of interacting binaries, and imprecise Galactic dis-
tances. To better understand the evolutionary path of mas-
sive stars, it is helpful to explore associated clusters or OB
associations. If one can show that the star is a member of a
cluster or association, studying the cluster provides a unique
insight into intrinsic properties of cluster members. For ex-
? E-mail: ma14g@my.fsu.edu
ample, Westerlund 1 has a Luminous Blue Variable (LBV)
(Clark and Negueruela 2004), at least 24 Wolf-Rayet stars
(WR) (Fenech et al. 2018; Rosslowe et al. 2015; Clark, J.
S. et al. 2005; Groh et al. 2006; Crowther et al. 2006), 6
yellow hypergiants (YHG) (Clark, J. S. et al. 2005), and a
magnetar (Muno et al. 2006); knowing the distance to this
one cluster will help to constrain the luminosity, mass, and
evolution of all of these late phases of stellar evolution.
The massive young star cluster Westerlund 1 (Wd1)
was detected by Westerlund (1961) during a survey of the
Milky Way. Wd1 is located at RA(2000) = 16h47m04.s0,
Dec(2000) = −45◦51′04.′′9 and has large populations of
WRs, YHGs, a LBV, and a magnetar (Fenech et al. 2018;
c© 2012 RAS
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Rosslowe et al. 2015; Negueruela et al. 2008; Muno et al.
2006; Clark, J. S. et al. 2005). Most of the cluster member
properties like luminosity, initial mass, and age depend on
the assumed distance. However, our sight line to the cluster
suffers from substantial extinction and reddening, which has
made its distance difficult to estimate using luminosity indi-
cators (Damineli et al. 2016; Clark, J. S. et al. 2005; Piatti,
A. E. et al. 1998).
Previous distance estimates mostly based on reddening-
distance relationship ranged from 1.2 to 5.5 kpc (Crowther
et al. 2006; Clark, J. S. et al. 2005; Piatti, A. E. et al.
1998; Westerlund 1968). Westerlund (1961) first suggested
AV = 12.0 mag, and reported a distance of 1.4 kpc. Later,
Westerlund (1968) derived a significantly larger distance of
5 kpc by using VRI photographic photometry with near-
infrared photometry of the brightest stars. In contrast, Pi-
atti, A. E. et al. (1998) presented CCD imaging in the V
and I bands, and using isochrone fitting, estimated a dis-
tance of 1.1+0.4−0.4 kpc. On the other hand, Clark, J. S. et al.
(2005) obtained spectra for the brightest members of Wd1,
and noted that they are all post main-sequence stars; since
the isochrone fitting of Piatti, A. E. et al. (1998) assumed
that many of theses lie on the MS, Piatti, A. E. et al. (1998)
distance estimate was incorrect. Six of the stars are YHG,
and the most luminous YHGs are presumed to have rel-
atively standard luminosity of around log(L/LM) ∼ 5.7
(Smith et al. 2004a). Assuming that the YHGs in Wd1 were
at the observed upper luminosity limit for cool hypergiants,
and adopting an extinction of Av = 11.0, Clark, J. S. et al.
(2005) inferred a distance of . 5.5 kpc. However, they noted
that their reddening law is not entirely consistent with Wd1
data. To place a lower limit on the distance, they noted a
lack of radio emission from the WR winds; this suggests
a minimum distance of ∼2 kpc. Hence, Clark, J. S. et al.
(2005) reported a distance of 2 < R < 5.5 kpc. Crowther
et al. (2006) inferred a similar distance using near-IR clas-
sification of WN and WC stars. More recently, Kothes and
Dougherty (2007) derived a distance of 3.9 ± 0.7 kpc based
on the radial velocity of HI features in the direction of Wd1,
and Brandner et al. (2008) derived a distance of 3.55 ±
0.17 kpc based on MS fitting. However, we caution against
adopting this last seemingly accurate distance estimate; it
was based upon saturated infrared data. Since the apparent
”MS” in the color-magnitude diagram is vertical and fea-
tureless between the detection threshold and the saturation
limit, it would be difficult to infer much about the cluster.
Given all of these difficulties in estimating the distance, it
is necessary to use an independent distance estimate.
The main goal of this paper is to infer an independent
and geometric distance to Wd1 using Gaia DR2 data. The
Gaia DR2 parallax precision for individual stars in Wd1
ranges from 0.05 mas to 1.0 mas. Since Wd1 is probably of
order a few kpc in distance, the larger uncertainties prohibit
a precise distance estimate for an individual star. However,
the combined statistics of all cluster members should eas-
ily produce a more precise distance. Section 2 describes the
data and method to infer the distance. First, we describe the
Gaia DR2 data and possible systematic uncertainties. Then
we infer the approximate cluster distance by modeling both
cluster and field stars (section 2.2). In Section 2.3, we use
a Bayesian inference technique to infer the distance, cluster
density, field-star density, and field-star length scale. In Sec-
tion 3, we present the inferred distance to Wd1 (3.2 ± 0.4
kpc) and the length scale for the field star distribution.
Then, we compare this distance and field-star distribution
with previous works (section 4). We also discuss how the
revised distance affects the properties of cluster members.
In particular, we infer that all luminosities are reduced by
-0.38 dex. This also implies a lower main-sequence turnoff
mass, and lower initial masses for the magnetar and the
LBV that are significantly below 40 M, contrary to previ-
ous estimates. Section 5 presents a summary and direction
for further investigation.
2 METHOD
In this section, we describe the method to infer the distance
to Wd1. The stars in the direction of Wd1 comprise cluster
stars as well as Galactic field stars. Therefore, to infer the
distance to Wd1, our likelihood model must account for both
cluster and field stars. The following sections describe the
data and methods required to model both components and
infer the distance to Wd1.
2.1 Gaia Data Release 2 (DR2) Data
The source of the data is the Gaia DR2. We collect all
Gaia DR2 sources within 10′ of the position of Wd1; the
position of Wd1 is RA(2000) = 16h47m04.s0, Dec(2000) =
−45◦51′04.′′9. For each source, we note the parallax, $, the
theoretical uncertainty on the parallax, σ$, the astrometric
excess noise, , and the astrometric excess noise significance,
D.
Figure 1 presents the positions of all objects within 10’
of Wd1. The density of stars is mostly uniform throughout
the field of view; however, the density does noticeably in-
crease toward the center. The inner circle marks a region
that is 1′ from the center of the cluster. The outer annulus
extends from 9′ to 10′. Objects in the inner circle are mostly
associated with the cluster, and the stars in the outer an-
nulus are mostly field stars. This spatial separation between
cluster stars and field stars suggests a strategy for constrain-
ing the parameters for each population. The inner circle con-
tains both field and cluster stars, but is dominated by cluster
stars. Therefore, the inner circle provides a good constraint
on the cluster population. The outer annulus likely contains
mostly field stars. Therefore, the outer region will constrain
the field star distribution.
Figures 2-5 show histograms of parallax, parallax un-
certainty, astrometric excess noise, and astrometric excess
noise significance for the inner circle and the outer annulus.
The average parallax for the inner circle is 0.28± 0.04 mas,
and the average parallax for the outer annulus is 0.5± 0.02
mas. The difference in average parallax already indicates
that the cluster is farther than the average field star. The
distribution of expected parallax uncertainty (Figure 3) is
similar between the two regions. The minimum parallax un-
certainty in the direction of Wd1 is 0.04 mas, but the vast
majority of uncertainties are even larger (up to a few mas),
including systematics such as zero-point and excess astro-
metric noise. The distribution for astrometric excess noise,
(Figure 4) shows a considerable difference between the two
regions. A higher fraction of objects in the inner circle have
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Figure 1. Position of Gaia stars within 10′ of Westerlund 1. Axes are offsets from a given position in degrees on the sky; x =
(RA− RAWd1) cos(DecWd1) and y = Dec−DecWd1, where RAWd1 = 251.77◦ and DecWd1 = −45.85◦. Stars in the inner ring, with 1′
radius, are mostly associated with the cluster, while the stars in the outer ring are mostly field stars.
large excess noise. In fact, the significance (Figure 5) is quite
high, greater than 2 for most of the stars in the inner region.
This dictates that one must include the astrometric excess
noise when modeling the likelihood of observations.
2.2 Average Statistics: A First Rough Statistical
Inference
Before using Bayesian inference, we employ average statis-
tics to roughly infer the cluster distance.
Figure 6 shows the average parallax as a function of ra-
dius from the cluster center. It also shows a clear indication
that the cluster has a smaller parallax (larger distance) than
the average field star. The blue line represents 〈$〉 for sev-
eral annuli. Each annulus is 0.5′ in width. To estimate the
uncertainty on the average, the vertical error bars show the
68% confidence interval after bootstrapping the average 500
times for each annulus. For radii above ∼ 3′, the average
parallax seems to be dominated by the field stars. Interior
to this radius, 〈$〉 becomes more influenced by the cluster
with decreasing radius.
To roughly infer the cluster parallax, we model the aver-
age parallax as follows. For simplicity, first consider the av-
erage parallax for the outer ring. We assume that the outer
ring is dominated by field stars. Under these assumptions,
the average parallax of the field stars is
c© 2012 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–14
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Figure 2. Histogram of parallaxes for the inner and outer ring.
Even though there is a wide distribution of parallaxes for both
the inner and outer ring, there is a clear difference in their average
parallax. The inner ring which is dominated by cluster stars has a
parallax of ∼ 0.28±0.04 mas. The outer ring, which is dominated
by field stars along the line of sight has a parallax of ∼ 0.5± 0.02
mas.
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Figure 3. Histogram of parallax uncertainties.
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Figure 4. Histogram of astrometric-excess-noise (). This uncer-
tainty indicates how well the single-star astrometric model fits
the observations. The excess noise can be quite large, especially
for the cluster stars. See the significance of the excess noise in
Figure 5.
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Figure 5. Histogram of astrometric-excess-noise significance (D).
Lindegren et al. (2012) state that any source with D > 2 has
significant excess noise. Many of the stars in the inner ring have
highly significant excess noise. Therefore, one must include the
excess noise when inferring the distance.
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Figure 6. Observed average parallax, 〈$〉, for each ring. The average parallax for the outer rings most likely represent the field stars,
and the inner rings represent the cluster. Below 3′, the average parallax transitions from being dominated by the field stars to the cluster
stars.
〈$f 〉 =
∫
$Pf ($)d$ , (1)
Pf is the probability density function
Pf =
nf ($)
nf
=
nf ($)
Nfo
, (2)
where Ao and Nfo are the area and the number of stars in
the outer ring respectively. If we assume that each ring i is
a combination of the cluster stars and the field stars then
the average parallax of each ring is
〈$i〉 =
∫
$
(
PcliNcli
Ncli +Nfi
+
PfiNfi
Ncli +Nfi
)
d$ . (3)
Using the above definitions for the distributions and aver-
ages, equation (3) becomes
〈$i〉 = 1
nf + ncli
[< $cli > ncli+ < $f > nf ] . (4)
This can be converted to the following expression for the
average cluster parallax
〈$cli〉 =
< $i > − < $f > nfni
1− nf/ni . (5)
Where ni is the total number density of stars in each annu-
lus. nf is the number density of field stars, and also is the
number density of the outer ring. 〈$f 〉 is the average paral-
lax for the most outer ring, and 〈$i〉 is the average parallax
for each annulus i.
Figure 7 shows this rough inference for the cluster paral-
lax for five inner rings between 0′ and 2.5′. Three inner rings
suggest that the cluster parallax is anywhere from 0 to 0.3
mas. In the next subsections, we infer the cluster parallax
through Bayesian inference.
2.3 Bayesian analysis
To infer the Wd1 parallax, the posterior distribution for
both the model parameters, θ and the nuisance parameters,
η, is the product of the likelihood L(D, η|θ) and the prior
probability (P (θ)):
P (θ, η|D) ∝ L(D, η|θ)P (θ) . (6)
Using the conditional probability theorem, the likelihood is
further expanded as
L(D, η|θ) = P (D|η)P (η|θ) . (7)
Marginalizing over the nuisance parameters gives the poste-
rior distribution for just the model parameters:
P (θ|D) =
∫
P (θ, η|D) dη . (8)
To model the likelihood, we consider two sets of stars.
c© 2012 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–14
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Figure 7. A simple inference of the cluster parallax, 〈$cl〉. The inner three rings suggest that the cluster parallax is anywhere from 0
to 0.3 mas. Figures 10 and 11 show a more thorough Bayesian inference of the cluster parallax.
One set contains both cluster and field stars. The other set
only includes field stars, and will give the constraint on the
field-star length scale. The full set of observations, D, in-
clude the parallaxes and parallax uncertainties for the inner
circle in Figure 2, {$j , σj}, and the parallaxes and paral-
lax uncertainties for the outer annulus, {$k, σk}. D also
includes the number of stars in the inner circle, Ni, and the
number of stars of the outer annulus, No. The probabilis-
tic graphical model (PGM), shown in Figure 8, shows the
interdependency between the observations, the model pa-
rameters, and the nuisance parameters.
The set of model parameters, θ, are the cluster paral-
lax, $cl (mas), density of the cluster stars, ncl (number per
square arc-minute), density of the field stars, nf (number
per square arc-minute), the field-star length scale, L (kpc).
Each set also has two nuisance parameters. The nuisance
parameters, η, are two sets of true parallax, $ˆ (mas), and
two sets of true zero point parallax, $ˆzp (mas).
The PGM provides a clear map in how to use the con-
ditional probability to further deconstruct the likelihood:
L(D, η|θ) = L(Ni|ncl, nf )× L(No|nf )
× LOuter({$k, σk}, $ˆk, $ˆzpk |L, µzp, σzp)
× LInner({$j , σj}, $ˆj , $ˆzpj |θ, µzp, σzp) , (9)
µzp and σzp are fixed quantities that represent the mean and
variance for the zero-point parallax. The likelihood for the
outer set of data may be further deconstructed into
LOuter({$k, σk}, $ˆk, $ˆzpk |L, µzp, σzp) =∏
k
Pk($k, σk|$ˆk, $ˆzpk )× P ($ˆk|L)× P ($ˆzpk |µzp, σzp) ,
(10)
and the likelihood for the inner data is
LInner({$j , σj}, $ˆj , $ˆzpj |θ, µzp, σzp) =∏
j
Pj($j , σj |$ˆj , $ˆzpj )× P ($ˆj |θ)× P ($ˆzpj |µzp, σzp) .
(11)
The first two likelihoods in equation (9), L(Ni|ncl, nf )
and L(No|nf ), represent the number of stars in the inner
circle and the outer ring:
L(Ni|ncl, nf ) = λ
Ni
i e
−λi
Ni!
, (12)
and
L(No|nf ) = λ
No
o e
−λo
No!
, (13)
where the expected number of stars in the inner circle is
λi = (nf + ncl) × Ai and the expected number of stars in
the outer ring is λo = nf ×Ao.
The first term in equation 10, Pk($k, σk|$ˆk, $ˆzpk ), is
c© 2012 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–14
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µ = $ˆk   $ˆzpk
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µzp
ncl nf $cl L µzp  zp
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Figure 8. Probabilistic Graphical Model for the Bayesian Model. Arrows show the dependence of variables, circles indicate continuous
variables, and square indicates discreet variables. The top row shows the model parameters; for the first four (the cluster parallax, $cl,
density of the cluster stars, ncl, density of the field stars, nf, and the field-star length scale, L) we infer a posterior distribution. The
last two have fixed values (the mean, µzp, and variance, σzp, for the zero-point parallax). The middle row shows the latent, or nuisance,
parameters (the true parallax, $ˆj , and the zero point, $ˆzpj , of the inner circle, and the true parallax, $ˆk, and the zero point, $ˆzpk ,
of the outer annulus). The bottom row shows the observations (the number of stars in the inner circle, Ni, the number of stars of the
outer annulus, No, parallaxes and parallax uncertainties for the inner circle, {$j , σj}, and the parallaxes and parallax uncertainties for
the outer annulus, {$k, σk}). This diagram maps out the dependencies when deriving the conditional probabilities.
the probability of observing any parallax and parallax un-
certainty for the kth star in the outer ring:
Pk($k, σk|$ˆk, $ˆzpk ) =
1√
2piσ2k
exp
[−($k − $ˆk − $ˆzpk )
2σ2k
]
.
(14)
The second term in equation 10, P ($ˆk|L), represents
the field star distribution. If one considers an image popu-
lated with stars, then the total number of stars in the image
is given by N = FOV
∫
nr2dr, where FOV is the field of view
in square radians, and n is the number density of stars. If
n is constant, then any random star in the image is drawn
from a probability distribution of P (r) ∝ r2. Given dust in
the Galaxy, the sight line will be attenuated by exp(−r/L),
where L is an effective optical depth for extinction. There-
fore, the distribution of the field stars is
P (r|L) = 1
2L3
r2exp(−r/L) . (15)
After transforming from distance to parallax, the field-star
distribution becomes
P ($ˆk|L) = 1
2L3
exp[−1/($ˆkL)]
$ˆ4k
. (16)
The third term in equation 10, P ($ˆzpk |µzp, σzp), is the
distribution of the zero point parallax for the outer ring.
Lindegren et al. (2018) show that the zero point is a function
of position and has significant variance. While there is likely
one zero point for this field, we are uncertain what that value
is. Therefore, we model the distribution for this zero point
as:
P ($ˆzpk |µzp, σzp) =
1√
2piσzp
exp
[−($ˆzpk − µzp)2
2σ2zp
]
. (17)
Together, equations (14-17) represent the likelihood for the
outer ring, given in equation (10).
Similarly, the terms for the inner likelihood are as fol-
lows. The first term in equation (11), Pj($j , σj |$ˆj , $ˆzpj ), is
the probability of observing parallaxes and parallax uncer-
tainties for the inner circle and is the same as equation (14)
with a simple exchange of index from k to j. The second
term in equation 11, P ($ˆj |θ), is the distribution of stars in
the inner ring. Once again, the inner circle is composed of
cluster stars and field stars.
P ($ˆj |θ) = ncl × Pcl($cl) + nf × Pf ($ˆj |L)
ncl + nf
. (18)
For the cluster star distribution, Pcl($cl), we assume a delta
function at $cl; δ($ˆj − $cl). The field star distribution is
the same as equation (16) with the simple change of in-
dex from k to j due to the presence of the same amount of
dust towards the cluster. The third term in equation (11),
P ($ˆzpj |µzp, σzp), is the distribution of the zero point paral-
lax for the inner circle and is the same as equation (17) with
a simple change of index from k to j. With simple index re-
placements, equations (14, 17, & 18) together form the inner
likelihood.
To find the posterior distribution for just the model
parameters, θ, we marginalize over the nuisance parameters,
η:
P (θ|D) =
∫
P (θ, η|D)dη (19)
In the PGM, Figure 8, the nuisance parameters are the true
parallaxes, $ˆj and $ˆk, and the zero points, $ˆzpj and $ˆzpk .
For both the inner circle and the outer ring, marginaliz-
ing over the zero-points involves convolving two Gaussians,
equations (14 & 17). The solution is analytic and a Gaussian
with $ˆzp being replaced by µzp and the new width is the
quadrature sum of σ$ and σzp. Therefore, the likelihood for
c© 2012 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–14
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outer ring becomes:
LOuter(D|θ) =
∫
1√
2pi(σ2$k + σ
2
zp)
exp
[−($k − $ˆk − µzp)
2(σ2$k + σ
2
zp)
]
× 1
2L3
exp[−1/($ˆkL)]
$ˆ4k
d$ˆk . (20)
The convolution of the Gaussian and the true field distribu-
tion is not analytic and requires a numerical solution.
The inner ring likelihood, equation (11) has two terms.
The first represents the cluster term and involves the con-
volution of two Gaussians and delta function. The result is
analytic. The second term, which represents the portion as-
sociated with the field stars, involves a convolution of two
Gaussians and the field-star distribution. Once again, the
convolution of the zero-point Gaussian is analytic, but the
convolution of the true parallax with a field-star distribution
is not. The likelihood for the inner circle is
LInner(D|θ) =
(
ncl
ncl + nf
)
1√
2pi(σ2k + σ
2
zp)
exp
[−($k −$cl − µzp)
2(σ2k + σ
2
zp)
]
+
∫ (
nf
ncl + nf
)
1√
2pi(σ2k + σ
2
zp)
exp
[−($k − $ˆk − µzp)
2(σ2k + σ
2
zp)
]
× 1
2L3
exp[−1/($ˆjL)]
$ˆ4j
d$ˆj .
(21)
σ$ is the expected parallax uncertainty, but it does
not represent the full uncertainty. For one, Lindegren et al.
(2018) found that the empirical uncertainty is 1.081 times
larger than the expected value. Second, σ$ is only accu-
rate if the five-parameter model (positions [2], parallax [1],
proper motion [2]) is the correct model for the astromet-
ric solution (Lindegren et al. 2012, 2018). If there are other
considerations such as motions due to binarity or calibra-
tion issues, then there will be excess noise beyond σ$. This
excess astrometric noise, , represents the true variation of
the astrometric observations. (Lindegren et al. 2012, 2018).
The excess-noise signal, D, indicates the significance of the
measured . Almost all of the stars in the inner circle have
high D. One approach to dealing with the large excess noise
is to cull stars with high D. However, such culling could im-
pose a bias on the data. Rather, we propose to include the
excess noise in the model. Therefore, we add the excess noise
and parallax uncertainty in quadrature to estimate the total
uncertainty in the parallax (figure 9):
σ =
√
(1.081σ$)2 + 2 . (22)
µzp and σzp are the mean and variance for the zero point
parallax. Lindegren et al. (2018) used quasars to infer the
zero point. They found an average of -0.029 mas. They also
found that the zero point is a function of color, magnitude
and position. Therefore, one needs to solve the zero point
for each sample considered. The two most effective means
to calculate zero-point are to either use background quasars
or to use independent distance measurements. Wd1 is in
the Galactic plane, so there are no background quasars, and
the current distance estimates for Wd1 are too uncertain
to use to constrain the zero point. Therefore, we will use
previous analyses to estimate the zero-point distribution.
Riess et al. (2018) inferred a zero point of −0.046 ± 0.013
mas for the Cepheid sample. Zinn et al. (2018) compared
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Figure 9. Histogram of total uncertainties, σ2 = σ2$ + 
2, where
σ2$ is the expected parallax uncertainty and  is the excess noise.
Technically, the excess noise in the astrometric fit could be dis-
tributed among any of five astrometric parameters. We take the
most conservative approach by adding the excess noise to parallax
uncertainty.
the distances inferred from astroseismology to infer a zero
point of 0.0528 ± 0.0024 mas. Stassun and Torres (2018)
also reported the zero point of −0.082 ± 0.033 mas from
eclipsing binaries. The mean of the above four investigations
is µzp = 0.05 mas, and the spatial variation from Lindegren
et al. (2018) for σzp = 0.03.
We choose uniform priors, P (θ), for all model parame-
ters in equation 6.
2.4 Numerical Solution for the Posterior
Distribution
To find the posterior distribution, we use a Monte Carlo
Markov Chain package (MCMC), emcee (Foreman-Mackey
et al. 2013; Goodman and Weare 2010). For each step in the
chain, emcee evaluates the posterior by calculating the like-
lihood for the inner circle (equation 21) and the likelihood
for the outer ring (equation 20). Both likelihoods require the
convolution of a Gaussian with the true field distribution.
Evaluating these integrals is time intensive. Instead of cal-
culating the integrals at every step in the chain, we create
look-up tables for each integral.
Each object has its own look-up table evaluated at a
grid of points in L. For each trial of L in the MCMC, we
find the convolution by first order interpolation in the look-
up table. To construct each look-up table, we use trape-
zoid numerical integration, which requires bounds of inte-
gration. Formally, the bounds extend from $ˆ = −∞ to
$ˆ = ∞, but that is not practical for trapezoid numer-
ical integration. Fortunately, the integrands in the likeli-
hoods have a peak and fall off quickly on either side of
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this peak. To ensure that the numerical integration ade-
quately samples this peak, we set the bounds of integra-
tion to be centered on the peak and have a width that ex-
tends just outside the peak. To roughly estimate the posi-
tion of the peak and the extent of the bounds, we approxi-
mate the integrand as the convolution of two Gaussians. The
mode and width of the first Gaussian is straight forward,
µ1 = $ and σ1 = σ$. The mode of the field star distribu-
tion is µ2 = 0.25/L, and the width is σ2 = 0.5/L. In the
two Gaussian approximation, the mode of the integrand is
roughly at µ = p × µ1 + q × µ2 and the width is roughly
σ =
√
(p× σ21 + q × σ22) + ((p× µ21 + q × µ22)− µ2) where
weighting factors are p = 4×(L×σ)
2
1+4×(L×σ)2 and q =
1
1+4×(L×σ)2 .
Therefore, we integrate from $ˆ = µ− 2σ to $ˆ = µ+ 2σ.
For each MCMC run, we use 100 walkers, 2000 steps
each, and we burn 1000 of those. For the results presented
in section 3, the acceptance fraction is in the α = 0.5 range.
3 PARALLAX AND DISTANCE TO
WESTERLUND 1
Figure 10 shows the posterior distribution for $cl, ncl, nf,
and L. The two regions used to constrain these parameters
are an inner circle centered on the position of Wd1 and
with a radius of 1′, and an outer annulus from 9′ to 10′.
The values in the top right corner show the highest 68%
density interval (HDI) for all parameters. The parallax of
the cluster is $cl = 0.31 ± 0.04 mas, which corresponds to
a distance of 3.2 ± 0.4 kpc, density of the cluster is ncl =
97.62+4.85−6.75 stars per square arc-minute, density of field stars
is nf = 35.95
−0.79
+0.74 stars per square arc-minute, and the field-
star length scale is L = 0.84+0.02−0.03 kpc. The posterior shows a
single-peaked marginalized probability distribution for most
parameters. The multimodal behaviour in the length scale
distribution is due to the discreetness of the look-up table
(section 2.4).
Presumably, the cluster density is a function of radius.
Since we model the cluster density with one average density
and not a radial profile, there is a potential for bias to affect
the inference. As long as the width of each annulus is small
compared to the change in density, then approximating the
density in each ring with an average annulus should work
well. To test this hypothesis, we infer the full posterior dis-
tribution for several inner annuli. For each inference, we use
the outer annulus from 9′ to 10′ to constrain the field-star
parameters. Figure 11 shows the inferred parallaxes for each
annulus. The rings extend from 0′ to 0.3′, 0.3′ to 0.6′, 0.6′
to 0.9′, and 0.9′ to 1.2′. The HDI parallaxes are 0.26, 0.37,
0.23, and 0.36 mas. All are consistent with our main result
of 0.31±0.04 mas from using an inner circle with radius 1′
(Figure 10). Therefore, we conclude that modeling the av-
erage cluster density rather than a radial density profile is
sufficient for the chosen inner region sizes.
4 DISCUSSION
The results in Section 3 have significant implications for
both the distance to Wd1 and the distribution of field stars.
The inferred length scale for the field stars, L, is significantly
different from the value used in the Bailer-Jones et al. (2018)
catalog. The inferred L is 0.84+0.02−0.03 kpc, while the model of
Bailer-Jones et al. (2018) gives L =1.38 kpc. The Bailer-
Jones length scale is ∼ 1.7 times larger than the inferred
value from the outer ring. The discrepancy is not that sur-
prising given that the Bailer-Jones et al. (2018) estimate for
L was derived from a model of the Galaxy in the pre-Gaia
era. Considering that Bailer-Jones et al. (2018) length scale
was predicted before the era of accurate Gaia parallaxes,
it is encouraging that the Bailer-Jones et al. (2018) model
is only off by a little less than a factor of two. However,
in this analysis this discrepancy significantly impacted our
inference for the cluster parallax of Wd1. With an incor-
rect field-star distribution, the inferred cluster parallax gets
skewed toward the average field-star parallax. Those infer-
ences failed to produce any parallax other than the average
parallax of the field stars. For the purpose of estimating pri-
ors for individual stars the Bailer-Jones et al. (2018) mod-
eled length scale is most likely sufficient. However, if one
is trying to reduce the uncertainty through the statistics of
large samples of stars we find it important to model the
field-star distribution for our sample.
The inferred distance to Wd1 is 3.2 ± 0.4 kpc, which
represents the highest precision distance estimate for Wd1
to date. Historical estimates to Wd1 range from 1.2 to 5.5
kpc. (Crowther et al. 2006; Clark, J. S. et al. 2005; Piatti, A.
E. et al. 1998; Westerlund 1968). Recently, Clark, J. S. et al.
(2005) estimated that the distance to Wd1 ranged from 2
to 5.5 kpc. To infer this distance Clark, J. S. et al. (2005)
noted that most of the bright stars associated with Wd1 are
evolved stars and are not on the MS. Notable among these
bright stars are yellow hypergiants (YHG). Noting their lo-
cations in the HR diagram from Smith et al. (2004a), Clark,
J. S. et al. (2005) assumed that the YHGs may have a nar-
row range of luminosity or at least an upper limit to their
luminosities. Given this presumed YHG luminosity range,
and using the average observed brightness of YHGs in Wd1
combined with an adopted extinction and reddening law,
Clark, J. S. et al. (2005) inferred a distance to Wd1 of 5.5
kpc. They noted, however, that this should be regarded as
an upper limit, since the reddening law has trouble repro-
ducing the color variations. Since there is no radio emis-
sion detected from WR winds, they also suggested a lower
limit on the distance of 2 kpc. However, these constraints on
the distance and reddening depend sensitively on assump-
tions about how the strengths of winds for various classes of
evolved stars depend on luminosity, which is still often de-
bated (Smith 2014). Given the new Gaia DR2 distance, one
may derive more accurate extinction and distance values for
Wd1.
The bounds given by Clark, J. S. et al. (2005) corre-
sponds to a factor of ∼2.8 in distance; in contrast, the pre-
cision in the Gaia DR2 inferred distance is 15%. One can
use the new distance to infer the fundamental parameters of
the cluster such as luminosity, mass, and age via isochrone
fitting. In this manuscript, we do not perform isochrone fit-
ting. Instead, we estimate these fundamental parameters us-
ing two techniques. First, we scale previous estimates using
the new distance, and we infer the luminosity, mass, and
age of two bright stars in Wd1. The estimates of two bright
stars provides a good proxy for the whole cluster.
The 15% precision in distance will lead to σL/L ≈ 30%
precision in luminosity. For stars below about 20 M, the
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Figure 10. Posterior distribution for the cluster parallax. We report the mode and the highest density 68% confidence interval. The
parallax of the cluster is $cl = 0.31± 0.04 mas, which corresponds to distance of R ∼ 3 kpc, the number density of inner region with 1′
radius is ncl = 97.62
+4.85
−6.75 per square arc-minute, the number density of field stars is nf = 35.95
−0.79
+0.74 per square arc-minute, and field
star length scale is L = 0.84+0.02−0.03 kpc. The Bailer-Jones et al. (2018) modeled length scale is 1.38, which is ∼ 1.7 times larger than the
value inferred from the outer ring.
main-sequence luminosity for a given mass should scale as
L ∝ M3.5. Therefore, the corresponding uncertainties in
mass and age are σM/M ≈ 8.5% and σt/t ≈ 3.7%, respec-
tively. For stars above about 55 M, L ∝ M , and in this
case, the range of mass estimates has the same precision as
the luminosity. For the highest masses, the age depends very
weakly on mass or luminosity because these stars have very
similar lifetimes around 3 Myr.
The new Gaia DR2 distance also provides strong con-
straints on the luminosity, mass, and age of cluster members.
Wd1 hosts a diverse population of evolved massive stars such
as WR stars, red and blue supergiants, YHG, an LBV, and a
magnetar. Previous studies have inferred a turn-off mass of
around 40 M and cluster age of 4-5 Myr with a presumed
distance of around 5 kpc (Lim et al. 2013; Koumpia and Bo-
nanos 2012; Negueruela et al. 2010; Clark, J. S. et al. 2005;
Crowther et al. 2006; Ritchie et al. 2009). These estimates
were based on modeling the luminosity and temperatures
of YHGs, RSGs, and WR stars. By association, this would
imply that the magnetar progenitor had an initial mass of
>40 M (Koumpia and Bonanos 2012; Ritchie et al. 2010;
Muno et al. 2006).
Without reevaluating the bolometric and extinction
corrections for each star, the new distance of 3.2±0.4 kpc
reduces all luminosities by -0.38 dex as compared to a dis-
tance of 5 kpc. Using single-star stellar evolution models
c© 2012 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–14
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Figure 11. Bayesian inferred cluster parallax for each ring. Top and bottom dashed lines represent the highest density 68% confidence
interval. All rings are consistent with the inference from all stars within 1′.
(Brott et al. 2011), we now infer the mass, age, and corre-
sponding main sequence turn-off mass for two of the bright-
est stars in Wd1, the LBV W243 and a YHG4. The in-
ferred log(L/LM) for W243 is 5.4±0.1, and for YHG4 is
5.6±0.1. The spectral type of W243 is B2I (to A2I) (Clark
and Negueruela 2004; Westerlund 1987) and for YHG 4 is
F2Ia+. This corresponds to temperatures of 9.17 kK (to
17.58 kK) and 7.2 kK, respectively. For these temperatures,
using single-star stellar evolution models (Brott et al. 2011),
the masses are 28.7+3.1−3.7M for W243 and 35
+3.8
−5.7M for
YHG4, the corresponding ages are 5.56+1.34−0.35 and 5.0
+0.49
−0.68
Myr, respectively. While we did not fit isochrones, these ages
would corresponds to isochrones with main-sequence-turn-
off masses of 25.9+2.2−2.5M (W243) and 32.1
+0.4
−3.7M (YHG4).
If we assume that LBV W243 is a representative of the
cluster, then the age of the cluster is 5.56+1.34−0.35 Myr, the turn-
off mass is 25.9+2.2−2.5M (down from 40M), and the mass of
the most evolved stars is 35+3.8−5.7M. Figure 12 shows that the
new inferred luminosity brings the LBV W243 to the lower
edge of the S Doradus instability strip Smith et al. (2004a).
However, Figure 12 also clearly shows that there are RSGs
in Wd1 with implied initial masses below 20 M, well below
the presumed turnoff mass even at the nearer distance, and
implied ages of around 10 Myr. This may suggest either
uncertain bolometric corrections, a range of ages in Wd1, or
may point to the influence of binary evolution on the evolved
star population.
Most of the prior distances for Wd1 relied on measuring
an apparent magnitude, assigning an absolute magnitude
based upon the stellar type, and calculating the distance
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Figure 12. The HR diagram for evolved stars in Westerlund 1, including the LBV, W243. The open circles show the luminosities when
d = 5 kpc, and the filled circles show the luminosities with the new Gaia DR2 distance of 3.2±0.4 kpc. All filled circles have the same
uncertainty as W243. The orange symbols represent YHGs, the red symbols represent RSGs, the purple symbols represent WNs, and the
green circles represent WCs (Crowther et al. 2006; Fenech et al. 2018). The gray boxes show the locations of the temperature dependent
S Doradus instability strip (Wolf 1989) and the constant temperature strip of LBVs in outburst, as in Smith et al. (2004b). The new Gaia
DR2 distance brings the LBV W243 to the lower edge of the S Doradus instability strip. YHGs and RSGs (Mengel and Tacconi-Garman
2007; Clark, J. S. et al. 2005) have a wide range of zero-age-main-sequence masses which could be due to errors in bolometric correction
(Davies and Beasor 2018), variations in reddening, or could be due to binaries. The single-star model tracks (blue) are from (Brott
et al. 2011). The evolutionary tracks do not reproduce the WR phases. The LBV W243 has an inferred mass of 28.7+3.1−3.7M, an age of
5.56+1.34−0.35 Myr. The brightest YHG has an inferred initial mass of around 35
+3.8
−5.7M, an age of 5.0
+0.49
−0.68 Myr.
modulus. However, Wd1 suffers from high extinction, with
an inferred AV of about 11 mag (Damineli et al. 2016; Clark,
J. S. et al. 2005). The uncertainty in the reddening trans-
lates to highly uncertain true apparent magnitude estimates,
and hence, highly uncertain luminosity-based distance esti-
mates. With an independent geometric Gaia DR2 distance,
the reddening and bolometric luminosities of cluster stars
can be re-evaluated, although this is beyond the scope of
our paper.
One final but important point concerns the total stel-
lar mass of Wd1. This cluster has been discussed as poten-
tially one of the most massive young super star clusters in
the Galaxy (Clark, J. S. et al. 2005). However, in addition
to lowering the luminosities of the evolved stars, lowering
the cluster turnoff mass, and raising the cluster’s age, the
smaller distance from DR2 also lowers the total mass of the
cluster. The inferred very high total stellar mass of the clus-
ter of ∼105 M was derived by integrating down a Kroupa
IMF from the turnoff mass of around 40 M, and by scal-
ing relative to the number of observed evolved supergiant
stars of initially 30-40 M. If the revised DR2 distance low-
ers all luminosities by -0.38 dex, and hence the turnoff mass
from 40 to 25 M as noted above, then the expected num-
ber of evolved stars increases by a factor of ∼3. Normalizing
to the observed number of stars then lowers the total stel-
lar mass of the cluster by roughly the same amount, which
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would make Wd1’s initial mass comparable to or less than
the mass of the Arches cluster in the Galactic center, al-
though Wd1 would be significantly older (Harfst et al. 2010;
Stolte et al. 2002; Kim et al. 2000).
5 CONCLUSION
We use Gaia DR2 parallax measurements and Bayesian in-
ference to estimate the distance to the Westerlund 1 (Wd1)
massive star cluster, as well as the distribution of field stars
along the line of sight. We model both cluster stars and
Galactic field stars, and we find that the cluster parallax is
0.31±0.04 mas, which corresponds to a distance of 3.2±0.4
kpc. We also infer that length scale, L, for field stars to be
0.84+0.02−0.03 kpc, which is ∼1.7 times smaller than the models
used by Bailer-Jones et al. (2018). The new distance rep-
resents the highest precision, 15%, to Wd1 to date. Much
of this precision is limited by the systematics such as zero
point and astrometric excess noise. Both are included in the
Bayesian model. However, the models are rough and con-
servative, and require improvement in the future. For exam-
ple, we model the full uncertainty as a combination of the
expected parallax uncertainty and the excess noise. In ad-
dition, rather than using one zero-point value, we consider
a distribution of zero points due to the observed variation
of the zero-point parallax. Both models are rough estimates
for these systematics. To further improve the parallax pre-
cision will either require better models for the systematics,
or better calibration in subsequent data releases.
Wd1 has been discussed as potentially one of the most
massive young star clusters in the Galaxy, but revising the
distance to this one cluster reduces its total mass and in-
creases its age, and may have profound consequences for
stellar evolution theory. An improved distance can signif-
icantly narrow the precision on luminosity, mass, and age
of the cluster, which provides constraints on the post-main-
sequence evolution of cluster members. Based on the new
Gaia distance, we infer turn-off mass of around 25 M,
which implies that the progenitor mass of the magnetar
CXO J164710.2455216, and LBV W243 is a little bit above
25 M.
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